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EMBRACE DIVERSITY,
EXPLORE THE WORLD!
ISGR/IHGR Vision
Our Vision for ISGR/IHGR is to be a leading international educator with a
community of passionate lifelong learners, inspiring global citizens to embrace
diversity and explore the world

School yard rules
Agreement between ISGR & Guldhedsskolan
Playground Rules:
 Guldhedsskolan and ISGR pupils are in their own school yards.
 Those on playground duty should wear a yellow band. Each school covers its own
playground
 The rules of those on duty are what counts. Every adult should be prepared to speak
to their own schools’ students and those of the other school. Students must obey all
adults
 No one is allowed to climb or jump on the outdoor tables
 No one is allowed to climb in the trees
 No fighting or fake fighting
 No mobile phones are allowed outside at break times
 No sweets, ice-cream or chewing gum should be consumed in the playground areas
 Sticks and stones are prohibited for Kindergarten. They may be used for other grades
but only for building purposes
 Walking and climbing on fences is not allowed.
Football Pitch:
 Each school uses the football ground nearest to its own sports hall. Any sports lesson
has priority of use. Each school has responsibility to look after and maintain its own
goal posts and to keep them in the correct place on the football field. No one is
allowed to move the goals, or climb on the goal net or goal posts
Swings:
 Maximum number of children on a tyre swing is 2. The swings should not be
swivelled round. Also swings are not supposed to “bump” into each other. Maximum
time on a swing is 5 minutes. Jumping off the swing is prohibited
 Maximum number of children on the friendship swing is 3
 Like the other swings, jumping is prohibited
The Hill:
 The slides are made for normal use, so no one is allowed to slide differently than
sitting on their bottom
 Climbing or standing on the slide is not allowed. Use the stairs to go to the top of the
slide
During winter:
 Snowball throwing is not allowed
 Playing on the ice is forbidden unless the student is wearing a helmet
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Bamba rules – Agreement between ISGR & Guldhedsskolan:
 Children are not allowed into bamba without an adult
 No hats, caps or jackets are to be worn in bamba
 Everyone should behave pleasantly and speak quietly
 Everyone should respect the bamba staffs’ queuing system
 All adults should be prepared to speak to all students
 Food should not be taken out of bamba
 Balls should not be taken into the bamba
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